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Abstract

We investigate the trading patterns of 21,694 investors who received social

recognition for their investment decisions between 2012 and 2015. We nd that conrmatory social recognition leads to increased trading activity, which can be explained by
overcondence associated with biased self-attribution and misinterpretation of observed
feedback. On average, investors execute 29 additional trades in the month after receiving
conrmatory social recognition for the rst time. We further demonstrate that under certain circumstances, the eect of social recognition on trading activity is greater than that
of nancial outcomes. An experimental study supports the notion that social recognition
increases investor overcondence.
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Investing in speculative assets is a social activity. Investors spend a substantial
part of their leisure time discussing investments, reading about investments,
or gossiping about others' success or failures in investing.
(Shiller, 1984)

Empirical studies have provided abundant evidence for the inuence of social interaction
on peoples' investment decisions.

1

For instance, households' stock purchases are signi-

cantly inuenced by neighbors' purchases of stocks and local peers' recent stock returns
(Hong et al., 2004; Ivkovic and Weisbenner, 2007; Kaustia and Knüpfer, 2012).

Simi-

larly, Duo and Saez (2002, 2003) report that people's decision-making with respect to
particular retirement plans is inuenced by the decisions of their colleagues, family, and
friends. The trading decisions not only of households but also of professional investors
are inuenced by recent communication with peers (Shiller and Pound, 1989).

2

More

recent ndings also indicate that individuals' cognitive biases are inuenced by peoples'
social environment (Heimer, 2016). In particular, Heimer (2016) nds that traders' tendency to close winning trades while simultaneously holding on to losing positions is twice
as pronounced when individuals are involved in social interactions.

In this study, we

aim to investigate whether individuals' social environment inuences their tendency to
overestimate their own ability, i.e. their overcondence.
Overcondence is among the most common and well-known psychological biases aecting
individuals' decision-making and has been found to be associated with active trading and
high trading activity (Daniel et al., 1998; Odean, 1999; Barber and Odean, 2000, 2001).
Overcondence has implications for overall stock market returns (see, e.g., Hirshleifer,
2001; Statman et al., 2006). Being overcondent with respect to their ability to evaluate
stock-price-related information compels investors to trade more actively (Grinblatt and
Keloharju, 2009) and in a more speculative manner, and as a consequence, they tend to

1 Social

interaction involves the transfer of information among investors and aects professional and retail
investors' decisions-making. For empirical evidence on this topic, see, e.g., Shiller (1984, 2010a); Kelly
and Gráda (2000); Massa and Simonov (2005); Brown et al. (2008); Cohen et al. (2007, 2010); Shive
(2010); Georgarakos and Pasini (2011); Heimer (2014).
2 Results conrming this nding are reported by Hong et al. (2005) and Crawford et al. (2017).
1

lose money (see, e.g., Barber and Odean, 2001; Choi et al., 2002). The overcondence
bias is omnipresent and complex. For instance, individuals' overcondence is not static
but varies over time.

In fact, overcondence is closely related to investors' perceived

feedback in response to previous decisions and has been widely studied as a function of
past returns.
In line with Heimer and Simon (2013) and Burks et al. (2013), we argue that overestimating one's own ability is not only determined by observed monetary outcomes but also
by the feedback of one's peers who endorse or disapprove previous decisions. Specically,
we argue that the potential for and experience of conrmatory social feedbacksocial
recognitionnot only motivates investors to share their trading strategies (see also Han
et al., 2017) but also changes their behavior in accordance with the response of their social environment. Investors gain utility from the attention and positive recognition they
receive from their peers. In short, making money feels good, but telling others about it
and earning others' respect feels even better. In this paper, we study the impact of feedback, particularly the impact of social recognition on investors' trading activity. We aim
to answer the question of whether social recognition aects individuals' trading activity.
We hypothesize that positive feedback from peers regarding an investment decision will
impact investors' future trading behaviorespecially in situations where market movements provide ambiguous signals about the success of a trade.

Moreover, we directly

investigate the causal inuence of social recognition on investors' overcondence.
For most people, interaction with the social environment is a part of everyday life. They
interact with their social environment in various circumstances (e.g., at work or in sports
clubs).

A large portion of people's interactions with the social environment occurs in

online social networks such as
everyday lives.

3

Facebook which

has become a part of most people's

Similarly, nancial market participants increasingly use online brokerage

4

services to manage their portfolios (see, e.g., Barber and Odean, 2002; Choi et al., 2002).

3 In

the last quarter of 2017, facebook.com recorded 239 million active users in North America (USA and
Canada; 2.129 billion worldwide). Active users are dened as those who have logged in at least once
within the last 30 days [www.statista.com ].
4 In 2017, 15.79 million U.S. citizens lived in households that used an online investing/stock trading
service within the previous twelve months (a 4.6% increase compared to 2016) [www.statista.com ].
2

This increasing inuence of social networks on everyday life and increasing reliance on
online brokerage services has led to the emergence of new business models in recent years.
Several online brokerage services combine the services of online brokerage with features of
social networks. These services allow individuals to manage their portfolios and exchange
capital-market-related information. In particular, these additional social network features
enable investors to disclose and discuss their investment decisions with their peers. In the
following, we will label these kind of brokerage services

social trading platforms.

Social

trading platforms enable investors to share and obtain information and receive feedback

5

on their trading decisions in large networks.

By studying the trading behavior of investors who engage on a social trading platform,
this study examines whether and if yes, how social recognition aects investors' trading
patterns.

We assess the magnitude of the inuence of social recognition on investors'

trading activity relative to the inuence of conrmatory market feedback. Our results
show that investors who receive social recognition for the rst time subsequently execute
29 additional trades per month, on average, and 29 more trades per month, on average,
than investors who do not receive recognition from their peers. We also conrm existing ndings on the positive relationship between market outcome and investors' trading
activity. Our study shows that increased trading behavior can be observed to the same
extent for women and men, while young investors in particular seem to be less aected
by social recognition. Our robustness checks show that social recognition also aects the
trading activity of (i) the most successful investors, (ii) investors who use a buy-and-hold
strategy, (iii) investors who have traded online for a long time, and (iv) those who trade
frequently. Experiencing social and monetary conrmation simultaneously is associated
with excessive levels of trading activity. However, in cases in which market feedback is
unclear, social recognition expressed as positive social feedback seems to play a greater
role in investors' future trading activity than monetary outcomes do. We investigate the
causal inuence of social recognition on investors' overcondence with the help of an ex-

5 Social

trading platforms provide information that can be more accurate than assessments by professional
analysts in some cases (Bagnoli et al., 1999; Clarkson et al., 2006; Doering et al., 2015). However, social
trading platforms may not necessarily improve market eciency: Han and Yang (2013) argue that social
communication can result in endogenous information ow.
3

periment. Our experiment indicates that the psychological mechanism that explains the
observed investor behavior is overcondence and supports the notion that the increased
trading activity is explained by investor overcondence.
We contribute to the existing literature on behavioral nance by introducing social recognition as a driver of investors' trading patterns and a factor that inuences how individuals
behave in nancial markets. In line with the theory of overcondence and biased selfattribution, we show that after experiencing social recognition, investors tend to trade
more often than they did before. Given its association with lower returns (Barber and
Odean, 2000) and capital market overreactions (Daniel et al., 1998; Statman et al., 2006),
overcondence helps to illustrate individual investors' behavior and has implications for
market eciency.

Therefore, we argue that social interaction may not contribute to

market eciency.
A growing strand of literature investigates the social dynamics on trading platforms and
reports implications for nancial markets.

6

For example, Ammann and Schaub (2016)

show that investor communication within online networks (e.g., comments on investment
decisions) inuences the investment decisions of other traders.

The frequency of com-

munication, however, cannot be used to predict future return outcomes.

Park et al.

(2013) consider how investors value information obtained from their social environment
and how this valuation aects their behavior and expectations. The authors report evidence that investors suer from conrmation bias and argue that information that is in
line with individuals' beliefs is valued more highly, whereas information that is at odds
with investors' opinions is mostly ignored. As a result, investors' beliefs are reinforced,
and their certaintyespecially with respect to investment decisionsincreases. In terms
of outcomes, investors realize negative returns on average and do not outperform a welldiversied market portfolio when actively trading online or sharing information with their
peers (see, e.g., Barber and Odean, 2000, 2002; Barber et al., 2006; Barber and Odean,

6 For

instance, Antweiler and Frank (2004) report that comments on stock message boards (e.g., Yahoo!
Finance or Ranging Bull) contain predictive power for stock market volatility. In line with these ndings,
Chen et al. (2014) argue that social communication captures investor sentiment, which has signicant
eects on stock prices. Wang et al. (2015) nd evidence that online communication has predictive
power for stock returns. The authors show that online articles and comments by retail investors have
explanatory power for stock returns.
4

2009; Pan et al., 2012; Oehler et al., 2016).
Our paper proceeds as follows. In Section 1, we explain the relationship between social
recognition and overcondence.

We provide information on our dataset in Section 2.

The results of our archival study are presented in Section 3.

Section 4 presents our

experimental study. We discuss our results and consider their implications in Section 5.
The nal section concludes.

1 Social interaction and overcondence
Overcondence associated with biased self-attribution helps to explain stock market return patterns that reect irrational investor behavior (see, e.g., DeBondt and Thaler,
1985; Daniel et al., 1998; Thaler, 1999; Hirshleifer, 2001; Barberis and Thaler, 2003;
Statman, 2014; Thaler, 2016).
two arguments.

7

The theoretical framework of overcondence is based on

First, investors tend to overestimate their ability to identify valuable

information that others miss. Second, investors are more likely to rely on self-generated
information than on public information (DeBondt and Thaler, 1995; Odean, 1998; Daniel
et al., 1998; Hirshleifer, 2001). Investors overestimate their ability to predict stock prices,
make trading decisions based on personal assessments, and have favorable perceptions of
their decisions. Overcondence is even more pronounced for experts, and it increases with
the degree of task diculty (Fischho et al., 1977; Lichtenstein et al., 1982). The main
consequence of overcondence is increased trading activity, which has been introduced
as a testable measure of investor overcondence (Daniel et al., 1998; Gervais and Odean,
2001).

8

In a multiperiod model, Gervais and Odean (2001) show that investors who are successful and consequently become wealthier face the risk of becoming overcondent. This
argument centers on the cognitive bias of self-attribution, which causes the misinterpretation of new information (Bem, 1972; Rabin and Schrag, 1999). In experimental settings,

7 DeLong

et al. (1990) and Kyle and Wang (1997) provide evidence for the persistence of irrational
investor behavior and show that irrational investors may also earn positive risk premiums.
8 Glaser and Weber (2007) show that overcondence is associated with higher trading activity.
5

psychologists have found empirical evidence that condence is strongly inuenced by
the feedback that individuals receive regarding their past decisions (Wells and Bradeld,
1998) and that individuals tend to credit themselves for past success while blaming external factors for failure (Fischho and MacGregor, 1982; DeLong et al., 1991).

9

Specically,

individuals tend to attribute observed feedback that conrms the validity of their actions
to their high level of ability, but they attribute feedback that is not in line with their decisions to external noise or sabotage. Consequently, in the case of biased self-attribution,
feedback can lead to overreaction and cause investors to become overcondent.
In addition, people tend to make mistakes when they intuitively apply rules of statistics
and probability (Paul and Lichtenstein, 1971; Tversky and Kahnemann, 1971; Kahnemann and Tversky, 1972) and are therefore inconsistent in their decision-making and
judgment (Tversky and Kahnemann, 1981).

10

Individuals' judgment is driven primarily

by the strength of supporting arguments for a certain hypothesis, but they exhibit poor
consideration of the credibility of the source of these arguments (Tversky and Kahnemann, 1974; Dawes and Kagan, 1988; Grin and Tversky, 1992). In particular, Grin
and Tversky (1992) show that when individuals change their condence, they focus on the
strength of observed feedback regarding prior decisions and underestimate its credibility.
Strong feedback from an unreliable source is perceived as more valuable than weak feedback from a reliable source. As a result, an individual's level of condence is determined
by a trade-o between supporting and non-supporting arguments, while only some ad-

11

justments are made in response to their perceived credibility.

In the context of nancial

markets, observed feedback that has the same sign conrms a decision. As investors experience conrmation of their past decisions, their condence increases; however, negative
feedback triggers only a moderate or no decrease in condence. The empirical nance
literature has tested this hypothesis based on market returns. The results indicate that
individuals attribute investment decisions that result in positive returns to their own

9 In

a more recent meta-analysis, Douglass and Steblay (2006) provide supporting evidence for the relationship between feedback and condence.
10 Tversky and Kahnemann (1981) also show that this phenomenon cannot be eliminated with monetary
incentives.
11 Grin and Tversky (1992) show that people exhibit overcondence when the magnitude of feedback
is high but the validity of the source is low.
6

abilities to accurately evaluate securities. Conversely, investors blame bad luck and other
external factors for trading losses.

12

We argue that social recognition has similar implications for investor overcondence.

When investors interact with their peers (e.g., on trading oors, in social networks, or
on the golf course) and discuss stock market developments, they also address past trades
and their outcomes. Heimer and Simon (2013) and Han et al. (2017) argue that investors
enjoy talking about success and thus are more likely to focus on protable trades than
on unprotable trades. When sharing this type of information about past transactions,
other investors provide feedback regarding investors' past trading decisions. When evaluating the observed social recognition, investors can gauge this feedback based on their
peers' verbal or visual cues and sometimes even based on monetary stakes, e.g., when
another investor indicates that he or she might use this information for a future transaction. However, it is very dicult to evaluate the credibility of the feedback provider.
Individuals will tend to attribute positive social feedback to their ability to accurately
evaluate securities. They may, however, also interpret disconrming social feedback as
ignorance, a lack of knowledge, or jealousy on the part of the feedback provider.

As

investors receive conrmatory social feedback regarding their past decisions, overcondence increases; however, dissenting feedback leads to only a moderate or no decrease in
overcondence.
We argue that social recognition expressed as positive feedback has a signicant eect on
the overcondence of capital market participants, leading them to increase their trading
activity. Specically, the level of overcondence among investors increases and decreases
in response to the feedback from their social environment regarding their past investment
decisions. If investors receive social recognition, they tend to become overcondent and
will trade more actively.

However, in the case of a negative social response, investors'

level of overcondence shows only a moderate or no decrease.
Drawing on this and other insights in the literature, we aim to test the following set of

12 Pirmoradi

and McKelvie (2015) provide empirical evidence that people's level of condence can be
inuenced by social feedback.

7

hypotheses.

We argue that (i) investors increase their trading activity in response to

conrmatory feedback from their social peers; (ii) simultaneously observing conrmatory
market and social feedback is associated with an even greater increase in trading activity;
(iii) the eect of social recognition is robust to investors' level of success and trading
strategy; and (iv) investors tend to follow the signals of the highest magnitude and those
that, in retrospect, conrm their decisions.

2 The social trading platform and data
Similar to market feedback, which can be measured by returns, we focus on social recognition that is directly related to investment decisions. To avoid inconsistencies with respect
to the perceived validity and magnitude of feedback, which aect how individuals value
this type of feedback, we rely on a quantied measure of social recognition. Specically,
we attribute conrmatory social recognition to an investment decision if that investment
decision directly inuences a transaction made by another investor.

When traders in-

vest their own money in response to an investment decision of another trader and thus
place their own money at risk, they send a strong signal that conrms other investors'
investment decisions.

Thus, investors can interpret the triggered transaction as social

recognition.

2.1

The social trading platform

We base our analysis on data obtained from a social trading platform. Similar to other
online trading brokerage websites, this trading platform allows investors to complete various capital market transactions. In addition to permitting traditional nancial services,
a

disclosure

function allows investors to share and to keep track of capital market trans-

actions executed by other investors on the trading platform.

13 Researchers

13

This feature allows us

have provided three main explanations for why investors share information with their social
environment (see, e.g., Becker, 1974; Hong et al., 2004; Roa Garcia, 2013; Chen et al., 2014). First,
word-of-mouth and observation of the actions of other traders allow investors to learn from others,
e.g., how to trade or evaluate information and to participate in nancial markets. Seen in this light,
8

to analyze the implications of social recognition for investor trading behavior. Traders
can communicate about and follow others' transactions. Investors' performance in the
previous year and on the last trading day and a
glance.

follow

function are provided at rst

On individual prole pages, traders are able to communicate with others by

posting messages, which can be highlighted, commented on, or shared by other traders.
Detailed information on each investor's trading activity can be obtained from four different sections. First, the statistics section provides a detailed overview of investors' historical performance, risk-taking, social recognition, and trading activity. Other traders
can review past monthly and annual returns, the number of total trades executed, the
proportion of dierent asset classes, and the percentage of protable outcomes.

The

website also provides a historical risk level, which tracks an investor's leverage and the
volatility of his or her investments compared to the volatility of the markets in which
s/he trades. More important for this study, the statistics section likewise oers detailed
information on investors' received social recognition: people can review how many investors currently follow the transactions of a particular trader. The social chart shows
the historical development of followers over the past year, whereas the social trend indicates the relative change in followers over the last seven days. Additional statistics, such
as the average trades per week or an investor's average holding period, are provided at
the bottom of the page. The portfolio section provides a detailed overview of the current
portfolio, including a list of the individual securities, their shares in the overall portfolio,
their performance, and their current bid and ask price. In the graph section, historical
performance is visualized in a time-dynamic chart.
To follow another trader, people can click a

follow

button at the top of each investor's

prole page. They can dene how much money they intend to invest when following the
positions and have the opportunity to set a stop-loss price.

14

Consequently, people who

social interaction is likely to facilitate the process of learning and gathering information, and investors
may believe that they make better investment decisions after talking to their peers. Second, people
may enjoy talking about market movements with their peers in the same way that they enjoy talking
about restaurants, sports, or other topics. Third, as mentioned before, investors may gain utility from
the attention and recognition they receive from their peers. The argument that investors exchange
information because they are motivated by the opportunity to learn or to increase their utility through
communication or recognition may also explain why social interaction aects investor behavior.
14 Similar to professional fund managers, traders who are being followed by other investors and manage
9

copy an investment made by another trader entrust a proportion of their wealth to the
decisions of another investor. Therefore, we argue that people who copy the transactions
of others signal a high level of recognition to the investors they follow as they are placing
their own money at risk. Since investors seek to earn money, we argue that following a
trader can be seen as a disclosed prediction that the investor can execute protable trades
in the future. Moreover, investors will receive information on how many other traders
have followed their investment decisions. By being aware of the nancial commitment
of their followers, investors can interpret the number of traders who follow them as the
magnitude of their social recognition.

Specically, investors may attribute a level of

social recognition to their past trading activity. As the magnitude of social recognition
increases, traders' past investment decisions are more strongly conrmed.

Moreover,

investors observe a standardized indicator of social recognition and are therefore able to
compare their level of social recognition with that of other investors or their own history.
These data on individual investors allow us to study the implications of social recognition
for investor trading behavior.

2.2

Data

The focus of our analysis is the change in trading behavior after investors receive social
recognition.

Our dataset comprises 72,245 unique individuals who engaged in online

trading for at least ve months during the period from January 2012 to October 2015.
Of these investors, 21,694 received social recognition at least once during that period
and executed 12.4 million trades.

In total, the group of investors who receive social

recognition at least once comprises 284,058 investor-months. The data provide detailed
information on all transactions and related social recognition. On a monthly basis, we
analyze investor-specic trades, realized returns net transaction costs, the number of
followers, portfolio diversication, the holding period of positions, the number of dierent

others' capital receive some monetary compensation from the brokerage service in relation to the assets
under management.

10

securities traded, the number of other investors followed, and the use of leverage.

15

- Place Table 1 about here -

We determine the average returns, number of executed trades, holding period, level of
diversication, number of traders followed, and instruments used for each individual investor and dierentiate between those investors who receive social recognition and those
who do not. Panel A of Table 1 reports basic summary statistics of the dierent investor
groups in our dataset across ve independent return groups. Overall, investors who receive social recognition trade more often than those who do not across all dierent return
groups. The investors in the highest return quintiles exhibit the lowest trading activity in
their investor group on average (22.93 [10.46] trades executed by investors who [never] received social recognition). These investors also exhibit the highest average holding period
in their investments. In line with the literature on online trading, investors lose money
on average as they trade online (see, e.g., Barber and Odean, 2002; Pan et al., 2012).
Only 22.06% of those investors who never receive social recognition earn positive overall
returns, whereas only 15.19% of all investors who receive social recognition gain money.
Moreover, investors who receive social recognition have lower average holding times for
their trading positions, are more diversied, and have more faith in other investors. We
provide a more detailed multivariate analysis in the following sections.
Panel B of Table 1 illustrates the distribution of investors in our sample across gender
and age. We report demographic information for the full sample and for investors who
receive social recognition and those who do not separately. We observe that our sample
contains more than ve times more male investors than female investors. Moreover, the
table highlights that our sample contains a large number of young investors.

15 Trades

are the number of executed trades in a particular month; return is the average return realized
in a month net transaction costs; follower represents the number of other investors who have followed
investors' trades; portfolio diversication is a dummy variable that equals one if no single open position
exceeds 20% of an investor's overall capital and zero otherwise; holding position represents the average
number of hours that the investor keeps each position open; the number of instruments is the number
of dierent securities that the investor traded in a particular period; and leverage is a dummy variable
that takes the value of one if a trader has any leveraged position in his portfolio, and zero otherwise.
Following others represents the number of other investors that a trader is currently following.

11

Based on the demographic information, we generate two dummy variables. In particular,
we generate a dummy variable

Male

taking the value of one if the investor is male and

zero otherwise and a dummy variable

Young

taking the value one if the investor is 34

years or younger and zero otherwise.

3 Social recognition and trading activity
Our analysis is divided into two parts. First, we study the change in the trading behavior
of investors who receive social recognition relative to that of investors who do not receive
social recognition. We employ a dierence-in-dierences approach for our analysis. Second, we conduct a thorough analysis of the eects of social recognition on trading activity
for investors who experience conrmatory social feedback. This step allows us to study
the implications of monetary and social feedback for investors' trading activity.

3.1

Does social recognition cause a change in trading behavior?

To investigate whether investors change their trading behavior in response to social recognition of their investment decisions, we conduct a dierence-in-dierences analysis. Our
treatment group comprises all investors who receive social recognition about their investment decisions, while our control group comprises those investors who do not receive
social recognition. The treatment event, namely, the rst time that at least one investor
follows the trading decision of another investor with his or her own money, can occur
at any point in time. We perform nearest-neighbor matching to match investors in the
treatment and control groups based on gender and age range and on criteria that constitute similar trading activity, similar realized returns, similar position holding periods,
a similar number of instruments used, similar levels of leverage, and a similar number
of other investors followed as proxy for sociability prior the treatment event.

We ex-

clude investors for which we cannot nd a match in our data from the analysis. For our
main analysis, our matched sample consists of 19,777 investors from the treatment group

12

and 19,777 investors from the control group. We dierentiate among dierent treatment
eects and study their implications. The dierent treatment eects are (i) the rst instance of social recognition, (ii) the second instance of social recognition, and (iii) the
rst instance of social recognition combined with simultaneous positive market feedback.
For each treatment, we perform a separate matching. In our estimations, we control for
investors' past protability, their holding periods, the number of instruments used, the
level of leverage, the degree of diversication, and the number of other investors followed.
Additionally, we include dummy variables to identify male and young investors.

- Place Table 2 about here -

Table 2 reports the results of our dierence-in-dierences estimation. We observe positive
signicant average treatment eects (ATE) and average treatment eects on the treated
(ATET) in the month following the treatment event in all three cases.

On average,

investors execute 29.05 more trades in the month after they receive social recognition for
the rst time than do traders in the control group (Panel A, Model (1)).
As Barber and Odean (2001) and Forbes (2005) report that age and gender are signicant
determinants of overcondence and young men's behavior is particularly aected by this
psychological bias, we next investigate the inuence of gender and age on the inuence
of social recognition on trading activity. In particular, in Model (2) we observe a similar
treatment eect for male and female investors. Male investors do not seem to be particularly prone to changes in their trading behavior following social recognition. However,
Model (3) indicates that young investors seem to be less aected by social recognition.
The negative interaction term indicates that young investors increase their trading behavior to a signicantly smaller extent than other investors do. To be specic, investors
who are 34 years or younger execute 25.08 more trades in the month after they receive
social recognition for the rst time. Models (4) and (5) present ATE for our additional
treatment specications.
Panel B of Table 2 reports simulated ATET. Investors increase their trading activity and
execute 29.05 more trades per month on average than they did before receiving social

13

recognition. Our results are robust to three dierent treatment specications. Investors
increase their trading activity after receiving (i) social recognition for the rst time, (ii)
social recognition for the second time, and (iii) conrmatory social and market feedback
simultaneously. Thus, social recognition causes an increase in investors' trading activity.

3.2

Returns, social recognition, and trading activity

In the second part of our analysis, we apply additional sorting and panel data regressions
to investigate the relationship between received market and social feedback and trading
activity.

For each investor, we identify the periods before and after receiving social

recognition for the rst time. Moreover, we independently rank all periods by the realized
returns for each investor and assign them to ve groups (low-return-months to highreturn-months).

- Place Table 3 about here -

Table 3 reports the results of a two-way sorting approach on the treatment event (preand post-social recognition) and realized return-months. In line with our previous results,
investors complete, on average, more trades in months after experiencing social recognition. The highest increase in trading activity (9.03 to 10.96) is recorded for months when
investors realize slightly negative (Return-3) to slightly positive (Return-4) returns. In
these months, the observed market feedback is of low magnitude, and strong conrmatory
social recognition seems to have a larger eect on investor trading activity. In months
when investors realize their worst outcomes, i.e., when market feedback is strongly negative, investors decrease their trading activity. We also observe that in months with low
return outcomes, investors increase their average position holding period in the posttreatment month. Investors also tend to follow fewer other investors after receiving social
recognition.
Table 4 presents the pairwise correlation coecients between all variables of interest.
The correlation between follower, return, and executed trades is low.

14

Unsurprisingly,

investors' position holding periods are negatively correlated with the use of leverage. In
addition, the number of dierent securities held is positively correlated with following
other investors' investment decisions.

- Place Table 4 about here -

To further investigate the relationship between social recognition and investor trading
activity, we perform a set of panel data regressions on the sample of investors who receive
social recognition. We control for investor and time xed eects and use robust standard
errors clustered at the investor level to control for heteroskedasticity and serial correlation. Our dependent variable, the log number of trades executed by investor

i in month t,

captures traders' individual trading activity. Our variable of interest is the magnitude of
social recognition (Follower), that is, the log of number of traders who followed investor
in month
increases.

t − 1.

i

As the number of followers increases, the magnitude of social recognition

We lag all independent variables by one period to capture behavioral pat-

terns after experiencing a change in social recognition and to avoid potential endogeneity
problems.

- Place Table 5 about here -

Table 5 reports the results of our main analysis.
and signicant coecient on Follower (0.198,

In Model (1), we observe a positive

p < 0.01).

This result indicates that social

recognition is associated with an increase in investors' trading activity in the next period and underlines the ndings of our dierence-in-dierences analysis. Next, we control
for past trading performance (return), trading activity, average holding period, investor
sociability, and the type of portfolio (leveraged or diversied). Model (2) presents the coecients for Follower and all the control variables we consider in our analysis. A positive
and signicant coecient on Follower (0.017,

p < 0.01)

conrms the positive and signi-

cant relationship between social recognition and trading activity in the following period.
In Model (3), we investigate the interaction between past performance and social recognition. In particular, we aim to examine investors' behavior after observing simultaneous
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market conrmation (positive returns) and social recognition (an increasing number of
followers).

The signicantly positive interaction coecient (71.45,

p < 0.01)

indicates

that investors increase their belief in their own trading abilities to an even greater extent
after simultaneously observing a high magnitude of social and market conrmation.
In our next step, we examine the interaction eects of social and market feedback in
greater detail. In particular, we investigate controversial observed outcomes with respect
to market and social feedback. In Model (4), we replace investors' continuous past returns with a prot dummy variable (Protable) that equals one if an investor's return
was positive and zero otherwise. We also replace continuous social conrmation with a
dummy variable (Follower Decrease) that equals one if the trader experienced a decrease
in followers in this period and zero otherwise. Our analysis reveals a positive (negative)
and signicant relationship between the Protable (Follower Decrease) dummy variable
(0.230,

p < 0.01; −0.132, p < 0.01)

and trading activity. Investors tend to trade more

actively after making protable trades and less actively after losing social recognition. A
smaller but signicantly positive interaction coecient (0.081,

p < 0.01)

indicates that

market conrmation has stronger eects on trading activity than do social responses but
that disconrming social feedback attenuates the increase in trading activity.
To study the counterpart to the interaction, we replace investors' past mean return with
a loss dummy (Unprotable) that equals one if a trader's past return was negative,
and zero otherwise, in Model (5). We measure social recognition as a dummy variable
(Follower Increase) that equals one if the trader experienced increasing followers in this
period and zero otherwise. Our regression results indicate a negative (positive) coecient
for the Unprotable (Follower Increase) dummy (−0.234,

p < 0.01; 0.037, p < 0.01).

After experiencing trading losses, investors tend to trade less, whereas an increase in
social recognition has a positive inuence on investor trading activity.
negative interaction coecient (−0.087,
outcomes over social recognition.

A signicantly

p < 0.01) indicates that investors value monetary

Investors who experience an increasing number of

followers associated with monetary losses tend to execute fewer trades in the following
period.
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3.3

Investors' trading characteristics and social recognition

Next, we investigate how investors with dierent trading outcomes and trading strategies
respond to social recognition. The summary statistics presented in Table 1 indicate that
investors who realize positive overall returns exhibit the lowest trading activity in their
respective groups. Successful investors who trade less might not systematically change
their behavior after receiving social recognition. We conduct a subsample analysis with
only those investors who are successful traders. Specically, we consider all investors who
realize positive overall returns. In addition, we examine those investors who, on average,
exhibit the longest holding period for their positions, i.e., the buy-and-hold investors in
our sample period.

Moreover, we examine investors who have the longest history, i.e.,

at least 30 months of trading in our 46-month sample period. Finally, we examine those
investors who, on average, show the highest number of executed trades per month.

- Place Table 6 about here -

Our results presented in Table 6 show that the relationship between social recognition
and trading activity is robust to the various specications.

The results indicate that

social recognition is associated with increasing trading activity in the following month for
(i) successful investors (winner), (ii) investors who pursue a buy-and-hold strategy (buyhold), (iii) investors who trade for a long time (long term), and (iv) investors who tend
to execute the most trades per month on average (frequent). A positive and signicant
coecient on Follower in all subsample regressions conrms our previous results and
shows that social recognition is indeed associated with increased trading activity in the
future.

3.4

The magnitude of observed social recognition

Next, we apply an additional two-way sorting procedure to investigate the relationship
between observed return, social recognition, and trading activity. For each investor, we
independently rank all months with respect to realized returns and the magnitude of social
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recognition.

We allocate all months to ve return groups (low-return-month to high-

return-month) and into three social recognition groups (weak, medium, and strong). This
approach results in 15 return-social recognition intersection months. We consider months
with relatively low realized returns and relatively weak social recognition compared with
months with high realized returns and strong social recognition.

- Place Table 7 & Table 8 about here -

Table 7 reports the results of our sorting procedure. One month after receiving strong
social recognition, investors exhibit increased trading activity.

Except for the months

with the highest realized returns, investors' trading activity increases with higher observed
returns. On average, investors realize positive online trading returns in 40% of the months
in our sample period. Especially in periods with ambiguous market outcomes (Return
month-2 to Return month-4), social recognition is associated with an increase in trading
activity. This result holds in particular in months in which investors receive the strongest
social recognition. Table 8 provides more detailed information on the return distribution
across investors' 15 intersection months and shows that some investors realize just slightly
negative returns while some investors realize no positive returns in their worst and best
months. Finally, Table 7 provides additional information about the realized returns one
period after the sorting procedure. The results indicate a reversal pattern in individual
investor returns, which is in line with existing empirical studies on the implications of
investor overcondence (see, e.g., Barber and Odean, 2001; Choi et al., 2002; Grinblatt
and Keloharju, 2009). More precisely, investors who realized positive returns in period
experience losses on average in the following period

3.5

t

t + 1.

Peer comparison and social recognition

Our investigation shows that investors change their trading activity depending on observed social recognition over time. However, within social communities, i.e., on social
trading platforms, investors can observe not only their own social recognition but also
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the responses that other individuals receive from the social community.

In particular,

investors can monitor other investors' level of social recognition as the number of traders
following them. Individuals cannot only keep track of their own level of social recognition but also compare themselves with other peers. In other words, investors cannot only
observe the evolution of feedback over time but also in the cross section and

compete

with other investors. In a related context, literature provides evidence for the relevance
of cross-sectional competition in the mutual-fund market (see, e.g., Brown et al., 1996;
Busse, 2001, on tournaments in the mutual-fund market). Consequently, the level of social
recognition in comparison within the social community might also aect how investors'
condence is inuenced by social recognition.
In this section, we conduct an additional sorting procedure to assess the eect of social
recognition in the cross-section of investors. Each month, we sort all investors based on
their number of followers and realized returns.

We separate groups for investors with

top 10%, 20%, and 50% of social recognition at each point in time to investigate the
implications of absolute ranking within the social community. In addition, we investigate
how trading activity and realized returns change if an investor's position in the social
community changes compared to the previous period. In order to do so, we generate a
dummy variable that is equal to one if the investor switches to a group of higher social
recognition than in the previous month and zero otherwise. Furthermore, in each month,
we allocate investors into ve return groups (low-return to high-return).

- Place Table 9 about here -

Table 9 provides the results of our two-way-period-based sorting.

Our results indicate

that the absolute rank within the social community does not aect investors' trading
activity. However, if investors move into a higher social recognition group, i.e., from the
top 20% to the top 10% of investors, they increase their trading activity in the next
period on average. Interestingly, we observe these eects only for investors who are in
the top three return groups. On the other hand, even if investors signicantly improve
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their position in the social community with respect to the recognition of their peers, when
combined with negative realized returns, they do not increase their trading activity.

4 Social recognition and investor condence
Motivated by the empirical ndings of our archival study, we conduct a laboratory experiment to shed more light on the more pronounced trading activity of investors who
receive social recognition. Laboratory experiments oer controlled environments to study
subjects' emotions and preferences which can help to better understand the emergence
of decision biases. Thus, the experiment allows us to isolate the underlying psychological
mechanism that explains the observed investor behavior.
Our archival study presents robust evidence that social recognition triggers an increase
in active trading activity. We hypothesize that the nding can be explained by overcondence. However, there may also be other possible explanations for our results. First,
individual investors who rely on more than one brokerage service may not increase their
trading activity but instead shift a proportion of trades previously executed by other brokerage services to the trading network. Specically, individual investors may not trade
more but shift between service providers. Another possible explanation relates to the fact
that traders who are being followed by other investors receive monetary compensation
if they manage others' capital. Similar to professional fund managers, investors receive
compensation for their assets under management, an incentive to increase the number of
following investors and increase one's assets under management. Investors could simply
aim to maximize their followers and assets under management instead of seeking profitable investment decisions. However, our results show that the actual trading outcome
still has a greater inuence on investors' trading activity than social recognition in most
cases. Observing adverse outcomes of investments is associated with lower trading activity in the next period even though the trader simultaneously receives social recognition.
Finally, similar to Barber and Odean (2002), we may face the risk of sample selection
bias. Social trading platforms simplify the process of information exchange and encourage
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trading activity. Consequently, social traders may more likely be overcondent.
In order to address these alternative explanations for our results, we conducted a computerbased lab experiment with 66 students from University of Lüneburg to test the hypothesis
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that social recognition increases investors' overcondence.

During the experiment, par-

ticipants invested ctional money on a simulated online trading platform.

While we

provided participants in the experimental group with social recognition for their trading
behavior, we did not give any social information to participants in the control group.

4.1

Experimental procedures

To test the causal eect of social recognition on investor overcondence, we created a
simulated trading platform with the help of oTree (Chen et al., 2016). On the platform,
participants played ve investment rounds in which they could invest 10,000 Euros of
ctional money in three dierent stocks from dierent companies per round. For each
participant and round, the stocks were randomly drawn from a selection of 30 dierent
stocks. We changed the name of the companies and excluded well-known companies in
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order to avoid biases due to participants' prior background knowledge.

Participants re-

ceived fundamental information on the dierent stocks including the current price of the
stock, intraday change, and basic information on the company. An example of the information provided to participants can be found in the Appendix (Figure A1). Participants
could decide to either not invest, or invest in one or several of the stocks any fraction of
their ctional wealth. After every round, participants specied their level of condence
in making protable investment decisions. Then, participants received feedback on their
new level of wealth resulting from the performance of the stocks they had invested in.
In the experimental group, we provided participants with social recognition. In order to
provide participants with social recognition, we displayed a notice such as 3 observers
have decided to entrust you a total of 16,400 Euro.

16 In

Between participants, we altered

fact, 69 participants took part in our experiment. However, one participant did abort the study and
two participants did not supply demographic information.
17 In a control question after the experiment no participant indicated that s/he has recognized any of the
companies.
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the number of observers and the total amount between one and three observers and
5,400 and 16,400 Euro. The rst time participants received social recognition was after
the conclusion of the third round (i.e.

after participants had entered their condence

level regarding their investment decisions of the third round). To lend credence to the
social recognition in the experimental group, participants were told that the experiments
simultaneously took place at another university. Participants were told that a number
of students from the second university had also been given a xed amount of 10,000
Euros of ctional money to invest. Additionally, it was said that the participants from
the second university were able to track the participants' investment decisions and could
decide whether they wanted to follow their investment decisions or rather invest their
money on their own. Importantly, participants were told that the participants from the
other university could only observe their investment decision but not their replies to any
other questions.

To lend credence to the simultaneous observation and investment of

participants from the second university, participants could only submit their investment
decisions between ten and twelve minutes after the stock presentation and had to wait
another two minutes after their decision to give their alleged observers time to examine
their investment decisions.
In the control group, participants received no social feedback of any kind after their
investment decisions and were not told that any kind of feedback was possible or given
to other participants.

However, participants in the control group were also told that

the experiments simultaneously took place at another university. To hold the conditions
between the experimental and the control group as constant as possible, participants in
the control group also had to submit their investment decisions between ten and twelve
minutes after the stock presentation.
Our platform was pre-tested by eleven experts in online trading and experimental research.
The experiment took place in the university's computer lab. Visual covers between the
computers were installed to avoid distraction by other participants' screens. We recruited
students with the help of SonaSystems, a cloud-based participant management platform
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which allowed us to contact registered students from our target university. As we conducted our experiment in English, we specied that we were looking for participants with
basic English prociency to ensure participants could follow the instructions.

We also

communicated a general knowledge about and interest in nancial markets as inclusion
criterion.

All participants received a performance-based compensation to assure they

would do their best in their investment decisions. Participants earned 14.88 Euros, on
average. Participants could register for dierent time slots with a maximum of 15 participants per time slot. In total, seven sessions were conducted. Participants in each session
were randomly assigned to either the treatment or the control group.
The experiment lasted 90 minutes per session. After entering the lab, participants were
welcomed by reading out a written introduction informing about the duration of the
experiment and the payment procedure.

Then, the experimenter told all participants

that the experiments simultaneously took place at another university. She subsequently
pretended to call a colleague at this university, telling the colleague that the experiment
could begin in one minute.
In the following, participants started to read and sign a written consent form. As revealing
the actual overall goal of the experiment would cause potential bias in the participants'
behavior, participants were informed that the study goal was to nd out about students'
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performance in comparison to expert performance regarding investment decisions.

After

that, participants read the instructions of the experiment. Instructions for both groups
were identical except from the additional information on potential followers from the
second university in the experimental group.

A short questionnaire asking for partic-

ipants' level of stock market experience and condence in making stock picks followed
the instructions in both study groups. Subsequently, participants started to invest in the
stocks in ve investment rounds. After having played all rounds, participants completed
a lottery choice procedure from Holt and Laury (2002) and lled in a nal questionnaire
asking for basic demographic information.
Before participants left the room, they were presented a detailed debrieng informing

18 The

use of deception was previously approved by the ethics board of Paderborn University.
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them about the true underlying study goal and providing contact information in case of
possible further questions. In a last step, participants received their remuneration through
a third person. To assure the anonymity of participants' data, the person responsible for
the remuneration did not have access to the study data and the authors did not have
access to the renumeration data with participants' names.

4.2

Measures and variables

We measured condenceour dependent variablebefore the investment rounds and after each investment round with the help of a one-item measure based on Weber and
Brewer (2003).

Specically, we asked

cision will be protable?

How condent are you that your investment de-

Answers were rated on a 11-point Likert scale capturing the

percentage to which participants felt condent in the protability of their investment
decisions (1=0%; 11=100%).
We create several variables to indicate the treated participants.

First,

Treatment

is a

dummy variable that takes a value of one if the participant is in the treatment group,
zero otherwise.

Additionally,

Follower

denotes the number of observers indicated in

the treatment messages (i.e., the number of participants of the second university that
allegedly followed a participants investment decisions). Finally,

AUM

indicates the Euro

amount that participants were told was entrusted to their investment decisions in the
treatment message.
We create a variable Return denoting the return on investment participants earned on
their investment decisions.

Subjects' risk aversion was elicited using a lottery choice

procedure from Holt and Laury (2002).

Subjects also answered a brief demographic

survey, indicating their English prociency and stock market experience measured on
7-point Likert scales, their gender, age, and their study background.
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4.3

Results

We begin the description of the results from our experimental study by discussing some
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descriptive statistics. In total, 66 of our participants completed the experiment.

50%

of the participants were female. Their mean age was 21.5 years and their mean level of
self-assessed English prociency was 5.5. 27% of our participants major in Finance. Their
mean level of stock market experience was 3.6. In the lottery choice procedure from Holt
and Laury (2002), the participants on average switched between lotteries ve and six.
To study the impact of our treatment on participants condence levels in a multivariate
setting we employ ordinary least squares regression. For the treatment group, the treatment takes place after the third round of investment decisions. Therefore, our dependent
variable is the change in participants' condence between the third and fourth period.
Our variable of interest is Treatment. As additional independent variables, we include
participants return on investment from their investment decisions in the third period;
participants risk aversion; participants gender as a dummy variable that takes a value of
one if the participant is male, zero otherwise; participants age; and their level of stock
market experience.

- Place Table 10 about here -

Results of our OLS regressions are presented in Table 10. Model (1) indicates that receiving social recognition increases participants condence levels. Moreover, our results
indicate that a higher degree of risk aversion is associated with higher levels of condence.
A possible explanation may be that participants who are more risk averse are more careful with their investment decisions and as a result more condent with their choices. In
Models (2) and (3) we replace our treatment dummy with

Follower

and

AUM,

respec-

tively. The results support our hypothesis that social recognition increases participants'
condence levels.
In additional (unreported) investigations, we analyze whether the treatment eect diers
between male and female participants, with respect to dierent degrees of risk aversion,

19 One

participant left the laboratory early and two participants did not supply demographic information.
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or with participants' level of stock market experience using interaction terms.

In our

sample, we do not observe any moderating eects of these variables.
The results of our randomized controlled experiment indicate an increase in investors'
condence level subsequent to receiving social recognition. This supports the notion that
investor overcondence is the mechanism responsible for the increased trading activity of
investors after receiving social recognition for the rst time.

5 Discussion and implications
The aim of our study is to answer the question of whether social recognition inuences
investors' trading activity.

Our results show that conrmatory social feedbacksocial

recognitioncauses investors to increase their trading activity. Specically, our ndings
indicate that investors incorporate feedback from their social environment when updating
their level of condence in their ability to accurately evaluate stock prices. Our results can
be explained by overcondence, biased self-attribution, and misinterpretation of observed
feedback.
Our study makes two important contributions to the literature on behavioral nance.
First, we provide empirical evidence that suggests that social interaction may not increase
market eciency.

Feedback provided by investors regarding a past trading decision of

another investor is unlikely to contain any relevant information for future stock prices.
This feedback should not have any eect on the future investment decisions of rational
investors. Consequently, increased trading activity caused by social recognition does not
contribute to stock price eciency.
Second, our results indicate that social recognition increases investor overcondence. This
increase can be explained by biased self-attribution and low attention devoted to the
credibility of the source of feedback. Changing behavior due to overcondence has been
identied as a reason for the non-persistence of investor returns.

Understanding the

inuence of social recognition on overcondence will help researchers to understand why
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investors overestimate their ability to accurately evaluate information and to predict
future stock prices and why they consequently lose money.
Additionally, our results suggest that online social recognition has a similar impact on
males and females and a lower impact on young individuals.

This nding contradicts

other studies on overcondence (see, e.g., Barber and Odean, 2001; Forbes, 2005) but
could be explained by the specic nature of interactions on social media. In particular,
the younger generation may be more accustomed to interactions on social media because
they have grown up in a society increasingly reliant on social media, and as a result,
they may be less aected by online social recognition.

Nonetheless, in our study, the

younger generation proved to be signicantly aected by social recognition, executing 25
additional trades in the month after receiving social recognition for the rst time.
Our results have implications for investors who interact with their social environment,
seek information from their peers, and receive social recognition. While being aware of
their behavioral biases, investors should be cautious when they share the outcomes of
their past trading decisions with their social environment because past trading activity
does not provide relevant information for future market prices. Utility gains due to social
recognition should be considered carefully.

Social recognition allows for conscious or

unconscious manipulation by peers. However, investors engage in social interactions to
seek information and learn from others and ultimately make better investment decisions.
Nevertheless, those investors should be aware of the signals that they send to their peers
once they begin to follow others' information or investment decisions.
In other contexts, such as yelp.com (e.g., for restaurants) or amazon.com (e.g., for books),
social recommendations seem to be a valid indicator of high-quality goods or services.
Therefore, people increasingly rely on the recommendations and evaluations of their peers
and have begun to apply peer advice systems to nancial markets.

Investors seek to

identify other investors who earn the highest prots and share the most protable trades.
Given the assumption that investors who follow other traders' transactions still seek
to earn positive returns, having many followers can be interpreted as an indicator of
high reputation and trading skill. In the context of nancial markets, investors should
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be cautious when they rely on traders who are recommended by their peers for two
reasons. First, traders who already observe a large magnitude of social recognition may
act in an overcondent manner. Second, following those investors' trading decisions is an
additional signal of social recognition. When traders receive social recognition for the rst
time, the inuence on their level of condence is even greater, which can cause changes
in investors' behavior and adversely aect trading performance. Social trading platforms
allow investors to receive feedback on their past trading decisions with the objective of
oering their clients more ecient communication and participation in nancial markets.
Due to social dynamics and individual cognitive biases, some of the decisions made by
investors may be even worse than they would have been without such a service.

6 Conclusion
This study has three important ndings.

First, observing social recognition increases

investors' trading activity and condence level.

Second, positive monetary and social

feedback is associated with even greater trading activity in the future.

Third, when

market outcomes are unclear, social recognition has a greater eect on investors' trading
activity. Our results are robust to dierent investor characteristics and trading outcomes.
These ndings are consistent with the theory of overcondence and biased self-attribution.
Investors attribute conrmatory feedback from their peers to their high ability to predict
stock prices.

In addition, people focus on the magnitude of signals and devote less

attention to the credibility of the source of information.

Due to this cognitive bias,

information exchange between social peers does not necessarily increase market eciency.
Social interaction has been identied as a relevant factor of human behavior, and increasing opportunities for information exchange are likely to increase the intensity of
social interactions, which has implications for human behavior. Online networks enable
researchers to study the behavioral patterns of individuals within social groups and to
shed light on the inuence of social interaction on investor behavior. We study the consequences of social recognition as part of the interaction within peer groups and thereby
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contribute to the literature on behavioral nance and investor behavior.
However, there is room for further research to better understand the relationship between
social interrelations and human behavior in nancial markets. It remains unclear whether
social dynamics have implications for overall market prices. Further research may also
investigate how social interaction inuences emotions and trust between investors and
how this may play a role in decision-making related to nancial markets.
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Jour-

Summary: Social recognition vs. No social recognition
Follower

No

Yes

No

Investors
All
Low-Return
Return-2
Return-3
Return-4
High-Return

50,551
10,975
10,022
9,637
8,764
11,153

.32
.13
.24
.39
.66
.25

No

Trades

21,694
3,474
4,427
4,812
5,685
3,296

Diversication
All
Low-Return
Return-2
Return-3
Return-4
High-Return

Yes

.44
.17
.29
.45
.74
.42

20.17
19.05
24.96
26.11
21.94
10.46

No

Return

36.79
34.57
42.29
43.83
35.94
22.93

-.000274
-.001186
-.000318
-.000095
-.000000
.000298

Following Others
34.29
15.10
23.99
37.62
86.72
18.36

Yes

70.85
35.01
48.58
68.70
125.37
47.61

Holding

-.000216
-.001037
-.000314
-.000093
-.000000
.000239

288.30
156.48
189.55
220.89
226.73
613.40

No. Securities
5.72
4.67
5.73
6.55
8.11
4.17

Yes

7.11
5.80
6.77
7.53
8.52
5.89

161.58
94.45
113.63
134.01
184.50
297.45

Leverage
87.02
95.40
93.21
91.47
92.99
64.67

97.19
98.47
98.34
98.34
98.09
91.04

Table 1: Panel A: Summary statistics based on two-way sorting on social recognition and
return

Total
Follower: Yes
Follower: No

Female

Gender
Male Missing

18-24

25-34

35-44

Age
45-54

55-64

≥65

Missing

11,419

59,825

1,001

4,019

28,012

21,341

10,140

4,624

2,361

1,748

3,817
7,602

17,613
42,212

264
737

734
3,285

7,814
20,198

6,826
14,515

3,413
6,727

1,672
2,952

728
1,633

507
1,241

Table 1: Panel B: Summary statistics of demographic information

This table reports summary statistics for our data. Panel A reports summary statistics across dierent
investor and return groups. We calculate the average of executed trades, realized returns, position
holding period, level of diversication, number of investors they follow, the dierent instruments they
invest in, and the level of leverage for each individual. We dierentiate investors who receive (Follower:
Yes) or do not receive (Follower: No) social recognition at any point in time. We sort investors
independently into ve groups based on their overall monthly average return. We require investors to
trade online at for least ve months over our sample period. Panel B reports an overview of the gender
and age distribution of investors in our data. We report the summary statistics for the entire sample and
for investors that receive (Follower: Yes) or do not receive (Follower: No) social recognition separately.
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First-time follower
Male
Young
First-time follower × Male

Model (1)

Model (2)

Model (3)

Model (4)

Model (5)

29.05
(55.20)
2.05
(3.04)
−11.01
(−20.60)

29.80
(24.40)
2.51
(2.63)
−11.01
(−20.60)
−0.91
(−0.68)

31.86
(46.45)
2.06
(3.04)
−7.62
(−10.10)

2.51
(2.46)
−14.53
(−17.60)

2.60
(3.33)
−10.26
(−16.53)

First-time follower × Young

−6.78
(−6.38)

Second-time follower

25.14
(31.42)

First-time follower and positive return
Controls
Adj. R2
Observations
RMSE

25.04
(40.70)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.20
39,554
52.08

0.20
39,554
52.08

0.20
39,554
52.05

0.19
19,866
56.32

0.17
24,124
47.53

Table 2: Panel A: Estimation of treatment eects

Average treatment eect on the treated
Coecient

SE

Observations

29.05
25.15
25.04

.3704
.5646
.4378

39,554
19,866
24,124

First-time follower
Second-time follower
First-time follower and positive return

Table 2: Panel B: Average treatment eect on the treated

This table reports the results of the dierence-in-dierences estimation. We report the coecients of
average treatment eects (ATE) in Panel A and simulated average treatment eects on the treated
(ATET) in Panel B together with the associated t-statistics and standard errors, respectively. The
treatment group initially comprises all investors who receive social recognition about their investment
decisions (for the rst time). The control group comprises investors who do not receive social recognition.
Investors in the treatment and control groups are matched with a nearest neighbor matching routine
based on their gender, age range, past trading activity, realized returns, position holding periods, number
of instruments used, levels of leverage, and a similar number of other investors followed prior to the
treatment event. We exclude investors without a match from our analysis. Reported treatment eects
are (i) the rst instance of social recognition, (ii) the second instance of social recognition, and (iii) the
rst instance of social recognition combined with simultaneous positive market feedback. Male denotes a
dummy variable taking the value one if the investor is male and zero otherwise. Young denotes a dummy
variable taking the value one if the investor is 34 years or younger and zero otherwise.
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Summary: Pre and post treatment
Follower

Pre

Post

Pre

Trades
Low Return-month
Return month-2
Return month-3
Return month-4
High Return month

27.04
34.95
37.47
36.22
32.68

22.84
38.43
46.50
47.18
36.18

Return
-.00073
-.00018
-.00005
.00002
.00022

Diversication
Low Return-month
Return month-2
Return month-3
Return month-4
High Return month

0.38
0.53
0.62
0.61
0.46

Post

6.32
8.65
9.47
8.97
7.15

Post

Holding

-.00091
-.00026
-.00007
.00001
.00021

No. Securities

0.46
0.57
0.64
0.65
0.53

Pre

5.00
7.38
8.41
7.96
6.20

183.62
157.94
132.35
136.50
166.68

214.15
154.53
129.60
127.59
142.57

Leverage
97.8
97.8
98.1
97.2
95.4

99.2
99.3
99.2
99.0
98.5

Table 3: Summary statistics based on two-way sorting on returns and pre/post-treatment
periods

This table reports summary statistics for investors prior to and after experiencing social recognition
(Follower). For each investor, all periods are ranked independently with respect to realized returns. We
allocate all periods into ve groups (low-return-month to high-return-month). We then dierentiate
between the month before and the month after investors receive social recognition for the rst time.
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Variables
Return

Follower

Return

Trades

Divers.

Holding

Leverage

Following

0.0287
(0.000)

Trades

Diversication

Holding

Leverage

Following Others

No. Securities

0.0609

0.0769

(0.000)

(0.001)

0.0737

0.1811

-0.1311

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.0285

0.0515

-0.1660

0.1566

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.0052

-0.0651

0.0802

0.0721

-0.4380

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

-0.0228

0.0820

0.0832

0.2223

-0.0479

0.0620

(0.000)

(0.014)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

-0.0137

0.1558

0.3351

0.1051

-0.0951

0.1119

0.561

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.011)

(0.000)

Table 4: Correlations between selected variables

This table reports the pairwise correlations between selected variables. p-values are shown in parentheses.
In total, our sample covers 284,058 investor-months of trading information from January 2012 to October
2015.
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Follower

Model (1)

Model (2)

Model (3)

Model (4)

Model (5)

Baseline

Controls

Interaction

Follower & Prot

Follower & Loss

0.450
(142.48)
0.058
(8.58)
-0.059
(-26.20)
-0.319
(-11.40)
-0.012
(-5.79)
0.010
(12.26)

0.449
(140.44)
0.056
(8.28)
-0.059
(-26.11)
-0.323
(-11.53)
-0.012
(-5.75)
0.010
(12.47)

0.198
(29.53)

Return
Trades
Diversication
Holding
Leverage
Following Others
No. Securities
Follower x Return

0.017
(3.89)
37.87
(8.46)
0.441
(137.67)
0.065
(9.41)
-0.065
(-28.13)
-0.359
(-12.92)
-0.015
(-6.91)
0.009
(11.37)

Follower Decrease

0.018
(4.12)
32.43
(7.13)
0.441
(137.68)
0.065
(9.42)
-0.064
(-27.97)
-0.359
(-12.91)
-0.015
(-6.92)
0.009
(11.39)
71.45
(7.15)

Protable
Follower Decrease x Protable
Follower Increase

-0.132
(-13.00)
0.230
(46.39)
0.081
(5.94)

3.523
(132.70)

2.526
(67.53)

2.524
(67.50)

2.343
(62.34)

0.037
(4.22)
-0.234
(-46.89)
-0.087
(-6.51)
2.583
(68.86)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

284,058
0.07
213.7

284,058
0.27
1027.2

284,058
0.27
1010.3

284,058
0.28
1089.1

284,058
0.28
1092.7

Unprotable
Follower Increase x Unprotable
Constant
Investor xed eects
Time xed eects
Observations
Adj. R2
F -value

Table 5: Panel regression on all investors who receive social recognition

This table reports the results of our panel data regression analyses, controlling for investor and time
xed eects. The sample comprises all investors who receive social recognition and trade for at least
ve months using the brokerage service. The dependent variable is the log of the number of trades
executed in month t. All independent variables are lagged by one month. We use robust standard errors
clustered at the individual investor level. t statistics in parentheses.
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Follower
Return
Trades
Diversication
Holding
Leverage
Following Others
No. Securities
Constant
Investor xed eects
Time xed eects
Observations
Adj. R2
F -value

Model (1)

Model (2)

Model (3)

Model (4)

Winner

Buy-Hold

Long Term

Frequent

0.029
(3.89)
205.2
(13.80)
0.508
(73.49)
0.071
(4.66)
-0.062
(-13.14)
-0.211
(-4.49)
-0.006
(-1.45)
0.003
(1.84)
1.711
(23.15)

0.032
(4.60)
105.4
(9.12)
0.520
(92.80)
0.044
(3.29)
-0.069
(-19.01)
-0.232
(-6.43)
-0.006
(-1.56)
0.004
(2.96)
1.634
(28.28)

0.018
(3.87)
-2.885
(-0.46)
0.485
(118.39)
0.126
(14.58)
-0.049
(-15.40)
-0.232
(-4.12)
0.004
(1.95)
0.006
(6.55)
2.165
(33.61)

0.028
(5.92)
3.125
(0.46)
0.512
(109.53)
0.111
(11.97)
-0.055
(-16.83)
-0.271
(-4.40)
-0.001
(-0.36)
0.001
(1.41)
2.052
(29.08)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

56,902
0.322
240.4

77,905
0.363
410.2

176,691
0.300
813.0

125,080
0.323
623.3

Table 6: Regression on dierent investor subsamples

This table reports the results of our panel data regression analyses for dierent investor subsamples.
Winner includes those investors who realize positive returns over the entire sample period when trading
online. Buy-Hold are those investors with the highest average holing period of positions. Long term
includes those investors who have traded for a long time using the brokerage service. Frequent separates
those investors who execute trades with the highest frequency. We control for investor and time xed
eects. The sample comprises all investors who experience social recognition and trade for at least ve
months using the brokerage service. The dependent variable is the log of the number of executed trades
in month t. All independent variables are lagged by one month. We use robust standard errors clustered
at the individual investor level. t statistics in parentheses.
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Summary: Returns and social recognition (investor based)
Follower

Weak

Medium

Strong

Weak

Trades in t+1
Low Return-month
Return month-2
Return month-3
Return month-4
High Return month

29.10
32.55
35.67
36.23
34.61

-.00094
-.00027
-.00005
.00001
.00023

27.90
32.63
35.94
37.75
34.95

-.00094
-.00025
-.00008
.00001
.00023

Strong

Follower in t
28.76
36.95
43.37
46.37
41.65

0.58
0.57
0.49
0.61
0.64

Return in t
Low Return-month
Return month-2
Return month-3
Return month-4
High Return month

Medium

2.07
2.06
2.05
2.06
1.67

6.01
6.54
6.53
6.21
5.01

Return in t+1
-.00077
-.00022
-.00007
.00001
.00018

-.00018
-.00017
-.00011
-.00009
-.00017

-.00018
-.00018
-.00012
-.00009
-.00018

-.00016
-.00017
-.00014
-.00012
-.00020

Table 7: Two-way-investor-based sorting on social recognition and return

This table reports the results of our two-way sorting on return and social recognition. For each investor,
all periods are ranked independently with respect to the realized returns. We allocate all periods into
ve groups (low-return-month to high-return-month). We independently rank months with respect to
social recognition and allocate all months to three social recognition (Follower) groups (weak, medium,
strong). This results in 15 return-feedback intersection months for each investor. Trades is the number
of completed trades one month after receiving the two-way sorting procedure.
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Realized return distribution in each intersection month
Return-months

Follower

p5

p10

p25

Mean

p75

p90

p95

Low-Return
Low-Return
Low-Return
Return-1
Return-1
Return-1
Return-2
Return-2
Return-2
Return-3
Return-3
Return-3
High-Return
High-Return
High-Return

Weak
Medium
Strong
Weak
Medium
Strong
Weak
Medium
Strong
Weak
Medium
Strong
Weak
Medium
Strong

-.00518
-.00533
-.00428
-.00121
-.00115
-.00099
-.00033
-.00040
-.00035
-.00011
-.00011
-.00013
.00000
.00000
-.00002

-.00301
-.00305
-.00234
-.00065
-.00064
-.00053
-.00016
-.00020
-.00018
-.00003
-.00004
-.00005
.00000
.00000
.00000

-.00106
-.00103
-.00077
-.00020
-.00020
-.00016
-.00003
-.00004
-.00004
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00001
.00001
.00001

-.00094
-.00094
-.00077
-.00027
-.00025
-.00022
-.00005
-.00008
-.00007
.00001
.00001
.00001
.00023
.00023
.00018

-.00006
-.00006
-.00005
-.00001
-.00001
-.00001
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00002
.00002
.00002
.00022
.00022
.00017

-.00001
-.00001
-.00001
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00001
.00001
.00001
.00008
.00008
.00008
.00066
.00067
.00050

-.00001
-.00001
-.00001
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00003
.00003
.00003
.00015
.00016
.00015
.00129
.00130
.00096

Table 8: Return distribution in each intersection month

This table reports the return distribution of each intersection return-social recognition month in Table
7. For each investor, all periods are ranked independently with respect to the realized returns. We
allocate all periods into ve groups (low-return-month to high-return-month). We independently rank
months with respect to social recognition and allocate all months to three social recognition (Follower)
groups (weak, medium, strong).
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Summary: Returns and social recognition (monthly based)
Follower

50%

20%

10%

50%

Absolute Position

20%

10%

Improved Position

No of executed trades in the following period
Low Return Investor
Return Investor-2
Return Investor-3
Return Investor-4
High Return Investor

37.28
55.15
61.60
57.50
36.19

26.91
46.43
68.50
60.36
36.13

20.09
44.64
71.53
56.82
37.78

45.51
58.03
60.02
62.27
42.63

26.70
51.36
79.05
71.97
44.55

24.12
47.15
94.15
81.85
46.58

-.00055
-.00006
-.00001
.00001
.00020

-.00049
-.00005
-.00001
.00001
.00016

-.00053
-.00005
.00000
.00001
.00015

Return
Low Return Investor
Return Investor-2
Return Investor-3
Return Investor-4
High Return Investor

-.00071
-.00006
-.00001
.00001
.00021

-.00063
-.00006
-.00001
.00001
.00017

-.00058
-.00005
.00000
.00001
.00014

Table 9: Two-way monthly sorting on social recognition and return

This table reports the results of our two-way monthly sorting on return and social recognition. Each
month, all investors are ranked independently with respect to the realized returns. We allocate all investors into ve groups (low-return-investor to high-return-investor). We independently rank all investors
with respect to their social recognition and allocate them into groups of the top 10%, top 20%, and top
50%.
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(Intercept)
Return
Risk aversion
Male
Age
Experience
Treatment

Model (1)

Model (2)

Model (3)

−18.88
(−1.18)
109.09
(1.53)
2.15
(2.00)
5.30
(1.39)
0.03
(0.04)
−1.68
(−1.35)
11.52
(3.34)

−16.29
(−1.05)
99.60
(1.43)
2.20
(2.10)
4.99
(1.34)
−0.11
(−0.16)
−1.78
(−1.46)

−16.26
(−1.05)
99.55
(1.43)
2.20
(2.10)
4.99
(1.34)
−0.11
(−0.16)
−1.78
(−1.46)

4.39
(3.85)

Follower

8.03
(3.85)

AUM

2
R

0.27

0.31

0.31

2
Adj. R

0.19

0.23

0.23

66

66

66

13.48

13.14

13.14

Num. obs.
RMSE

Table 10: OLS regressions on investors' condence

This table reports the results of ordinary least squares regressions on participants condence levels in
our experimental study. The dependent variable is the change in participants' condence, measured on
a 11-point Likert scale. Treatment is a dummy variable that takes a value of one if the participant
is in the treatment group, zero otherwise; Follower denotes the number of observers indicated in the
treatment messages; AUM indicates the Euro amount indicated in the treatment messages; Return
denotes the return on investment from the previous round; Risk aversion is measured using a lottery
choice procedure from Holt and Laury (2002); Male is a dummy variable that takes a value of one if the
participant is male, zero otherwise; Age denotes participants' age; Experience denotes participants stock
market experience. Standard errors are robust. t statistics in parentheses.
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KRC Inc. (KRC)
$ 19.67

+0.33 (+1.68%)

Current price

Intraday change

Snapshot:
Previous Closing:

$ 19.34

Intraday Range:

$ 19.31 - 19.69

Avg. Volume:

6,010,917

Market Cap.:

8.37Billion USD

Price Earnings Ratio:

31.12

Earnings Per Share:

$ 0.63

Dividend yield:

1.08 (5.58%)

52 Week Range:

$ 17.02 - 30.70

Beta:

0.57

Revenues:

1.17Billion USD

Sector:

Financial

No. of Employees:

551

Industry:

REIT - Retail

Description:
KRC Inc. is an independent real estate investment trust. The firm invests in the real estate
markets across North America. It is primarily engaged in acquisitions, development, and
management of neighborhood and community shopping centers. The firm also provides property
management services relating to the management, leasing, operation, and maintenance of real
estate properties. KRC Inc. was formed in 1966 and is based in New Hyde Park, New York with
additional office all across North America.

Figure A1: Fundamental stock information (Page 1)
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News:
Retail REIT, KRC Inc. announced the groundbreaking at Dania Pointe’s Phase 1 retail part.
Encouragingly, this project in Southern Broward County, FL, has grabbed much attention
and its Phase 1 is already around 80% preleased to a number of national and regional
retailers.

1 Year Chart:

5 Year Chart:

Figure A1: Fundamental stock information (Page 2)

This gure displays an example of the stock information provided to participants in their investment
decisions.
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